Campaign for NAWAPA
Hits Pennsylvania
by Diane Sare

sian scientist Dmitri Mendeleyev came to Philadelphia
in 1876 for the Centennial Exposition, and it was around
this time that the first talk of a Bering Strait connection
between continents occurred.

Why We Need NAWAPA
Milton introduced LaRouche candidates Sare and
Brown, who addressed the catastrophic nature of the
Obama Presidency and the need to immediately build
NAWAPA. Sare emphasized the flooding and drought
conditions leading to food shortages, and gave an overview of NAWAPA and the massive amount of material
and new transport and energy capacity required to build
it. Brown began by asking, Who needs Hitler when you
have Obama?, and ended up discussing the Earth’s
magnetic field, and why the polar areas might be so rich
in raw materials.
Ross then gave a humorous and polemical class on
the subject of economics, whether money has value,
and whether anyone in the room could truthfully report
ever having seen a straight line. That provoked one
person to comment, “That last presentation was something. I flunked algebra, but I understood almost everything he said.”
This was a highly successful foray into one of the
most historically important productive parts of the
United States, which was also the key link between the
East Coast and the Arsenal of Democracy, as FDR
called the auto-manufacturing center, Detroit, so crucial to defeating British puppet Adolf Hitler almost 70
years ago.

Sept. 29—A breakthrough LaRouchePAC Town Hall
Meeting was held on Sept. 24, just north of Valley Forge
in Pennsylvania. Two of the Six LaRouche Congressional Candidates, Rachel Brown (Mass.), and Diane Sare
(N.J.), were joined by LaRouchePAC Basement Team
scientist Jason Ross for a challenging panel on the
North American Water and Power Alliance (NAWAPA)
and the method of thinking required to get it built. Over
130 people were in attendance, including engineers and
technical experts whose skills will be essential for the
program to succeed.
Up to now, LPAC’s campaign for this monumental
program to bring water from the Arctic southward
through the U.S. and Canada, to supply the arid regions
of the U.S. and Mexico, has been mainly through the
efforts of the Basement Team, LPAC-TV, and LPAC in
the Western states. This Pennsylvania meeting is a first
for the East Coast—with more to come.
Just as the meeting was to begin, word was received
of the announcement by Russian Prime Minister Vladimir Putin and President Dmitri Medvedev that they will
switch positions in the next election campaign. This
clears the way for Putin to become the next President of
Russia, with the potential to crush the
pro-British Empire forces in Russia, and
proceed with the Russian programs for
the Far East and Siberia that would be a
counterpart to NAWAPA.
Therefore, moderator Ryan Milton’s
remarks were particularly relevant, as
he reminded the audience of the history
of U.S.-Russia collaboration, starting
with Tsar Alexander II’s decision to
send Russian Naval vessels to harbor at
New York and San Francisco, to support
Abraham Lincoln’s Union, against British threats to back the Confederacy.
Pennsylvania’s Civil War governor,
Andrew Curtain, would later become
U.S. Ambassador to Russia. The Rus- Diane Sare addresses the Town Meeting near Philadelphia on Sept. 24.
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